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Stories
It was probably the busiest period of my life but most definitely the most exciting! 

The month of March started with Bournemouth missions week. A
week of events put on by their Christian Union (CU) under the theme
Convinced? The whole South East UCCF team headed down to serve
at the week of events and it provided a really fun week with some fruit
being seen through the work of the CU. 

The following week was the much anticipated Story Canterbury. The
week had been one of the main focuses of the year for the CUs in
Canterbury. In an effort to see more effective mission, we saw the CU
raise almost seven times their previous mission week totals. There
was a huge amount of prayer and planning that went into the week,
and the Lord provided. With around 15 people across the week
saying they now wanted to follow Jesus, I can safely say that this is
the most exciting mission week I've ever have the privilege of being
involved with. I'll expand a little more below, but it was amazing to see
God working in so many hearts.

The Friday of Story also brought the beginning of the Forum South
East conference- a weekend of training for CU leaders. It was a great
weekend with four of my CUs represented in Kent, Christ Church,
Broadstairs, and Medway. The following weekend was the committee
planning weekend, a weekend in which I help the CUs to reflect on
the mission of CU, and if they're making the most of their
opportunities.
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This month has been an absolute whirlwind, and it finished with
some team days, which saw Marcus Honeysett teach on work and
rest. This was some of the best teaching I've heard, and I'm now very
ready to put what I learned into practice. I genuinely can't thank you
enough for your prayers, please do continue in them!
 

Forum South East

It wasn't long after Story that we were
already thinking about the future. In
fact, they even overlapped as the last
evening of Story was the first evening
of Forum South East. The new CU
leaders from the universities I work with
headed off to Basingstoke to be
encouraged and equipped in their new
CU roles.

We had John Risbridger speaking in
our main sessions on being motivated
by Grace with a number of seminars
aimed at helping them to understand
their roles and the challenges they'll
face in leadership.

Committee Planing Weekend

The following weekend after Forum
South East, we had the Canterbury
Patch Planning Weekend. I ran this for
the first time last year, and it was such
a success that we ran it again. Having
been motivated as new leaders, I think
it's really important to get as may of
these new thoughts on paper.

The weekend took place in Broadstairs
and involved looking in Galatians,
reflecting on the CUs aims, and how
they can improve their CU's outreach.
Naturally this also involved a lot of fun,
particularly watching Ireland beat
England...

 



Story Canterbury
 

The biggest evangelistic event we've seen in Canterbury CUs in recent years. Story Canterbury, built on a
foundation of faith, prayer and planning. We saw students from both Canterbury and Kent Christian Unions get
stuck into praying, serving, and inviting their friends on mass over the course of the week.

The mornings were spent in Pret praying, and we packed out the top floor. The lunch events were  bringing in more
guests than previous years with 60 (Christ Church) and 90 (Kent) people attending to hear the big questions. The
evenings were held together in Westgate Hall in the centre of Canterbury, and we saw around 170 people turning
up to enjoy food, music, and a discussion on who Jesus truly is.

There were around 15 people who responded that they wanted to accept these truths about Jesus, and a number of
these went to church the following Sunday. We also saw around 60 people attend our follow up course. On the first
evening I had to stand outside due to the lack of room in the Café Nero. This has been a radically exciting week for
the CUs in Canterbury and my prayers are that this would continue, and be built upon.
 



Prayer & Dates
 

Thank God for bringing so many to Himself this last month!
Please pray that many will continue to grow as disciples of Jesus.
Word Alive (8-13 April). We're taking 12 students to Word Alive this year
in Prestatyn. Please pray that they will engage in the bible teaching on
offer, and that we have a good time.
Holiday (14-23 April). A wonderful chance to rest and reflect.
Speaking at Christ Church (25 April). The first CU meeting of summer
term.
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